
ANWeek9 Movement

Format: 2D Animation mixed Live Action & Page Flip Animation
Software: Toonboom Harmony, Adobe Effect, Adobe premiere

Dream:2D Animation
Real world: 2D Animation mixed Live Action
Book of lady: Page Flip Animation

Script

Part One
Scene 1
The scholar's room (blank background, single line performance)

1. The scenery outside the window is a good view of spring, with butterflies flying around (close
up, butterflies fluttering among flowers)
2. The scholar's house is very simple, with only a desk and a bed (panoramic view)
3. The scholar is asleep in his bed (top view, spinning into dream)
4. In the dream he sees a beautiful woman standing under a willow tree, and an old man's voice
tells him that this is his future wife (pure white background, woman standing under the willow
tree)
5. The scholar wakes up and recalls the woman (close up of the scholar's eyes, then turn to the
silhouette of the woman standing under the willow tree)

Scene 2
The lady's home

1. A lively street
2. Turning to the entrance of a magnificent residence, with the name Du Fu written on it
3. In the long corridor, the lady is wandering in the garden
(1) Birds are singing in the trees
(2) Butterflies fluttering among the flowers
(3) Carp jumping up from the lake
4. The lady saw the flowers in the garden in full bloom, so she went to sit under a willow tree and
began to read a book
5. The book is a love story of two people (realistic page-turning animation: Peking Opera shows
the contents of the book)
6. Watching the lady leaning against the willow tree fell asleep and had a dream



Part Two
Scene 1
Lady’s dream

1. A scholar comes with half a weeping willow to woo her (panoramic view, blurred solid color
background)
2. This scholar has a plum blossom embroidered on his sleeve (close-up)
3. They often avoid their families and meet in the courtyard (composed of 3 small shots)
(1) Sitting and chatting in a pavilion (two people sitting in a pavilion and chatting)
(2) watching the squirrels in the trees together (squirrels eating nuts in the trees)
(3) The lady sitting and playing the piano, the scholar standing and reciting poetry
(4) The scholar finally won the exam (the scholar rode a big white horse with a big red flower, and
the child next to him cheered that it was the first place)
5. rewarded by the emperor and made a big official (in the palace, the emperor gave him his
official hat)
6. Married a lady (the marriage scene)
7. the scholar appeals to the emperor and catches the traitor (in the palace, the scholar brings
the traitor to the emperor)
8. The scholar was promoted to be the prime minister (ten years passed)
9. They had three sons and more than ten grandchildren (the family photo showed more and
more children)
10. they lived to be more than eighty years old (the backs of the two old men faded away and
birds chirped)
11. The lady sleeping under the tree woke up (the lady's perspective, gradually opened her eyes
to see the blurred shade of the tree, the sunlight came through)
12. After realizing that it was a dream, the lady sighed and covered her face with a book (close-up
of the sigh)

Scene 2
In the garden

1. lady is always depressed
(1) Sighing in the pavilion
(2) Standing by the pond and sighing
2. one day, the lady stood by the pond and seemed to see a man standing on the bridge who
resembled the scholar (third view), 3.
3. so she went after him (back chase, chasing the real world distorted and disappeared, leaving
only the darkness and the lady alone, the lady knelt down and cried)
4. day by day, the lady more and more desperate (the garden spring, summer, autumn and winter,
the lady from standing to squatting)
5. in the snow, crouching in tears, lady heard the servant say that the master asked him to bring
the new scholar to meet her (lady close up, background sound)
6. the tearful young lady turns her head (close-up, pupils dilated, surprise)
7. snow-capped, standing under the plum tree is none other than the scholar. (Large panorama)



8. The scholar bowed to the lady, his face slowly leaking out. (Close up of the plum blossoms on
the sleeve moving up to the scholar's face)

Related work
Mike Roush, The hidden life of the burrowing owl
(https://www.bilibili.com/video/BV1Ds411V78k/?spm_id_from=333.788.recommend_more_vide
o.12)

GRADES, King (Official Video)
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_kQAn9vBI4&list=PLf2DjE5RH6X8jk06g0zpmCwjRCbXSV
04a&index=35)


